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filter the web interface 29 switch 2 configuration screen 2 items in the description, you can perform
a search or browse the items in the switch. configure the operating characteristics of the switch. the

following table shows the fields for each tab. table 3. configuration tab configuration information
name device summary show configuration summary shows the basic configuration information of the

switch. this includes the switchs mac address, tcp/udp ports, switch software and version, and
bootroom version. configure the operating characteristics of the switch. the following table shows
the fields for each tab. table 3. configuration tab configuration information name device summary
show configuration summary shows the configuration information of the switch. this includes the

switchs mac address, tcp/udp ports, switch software and version, and bootroom version. 29 setting
the polling interval in seconds the following table shows the fields for each tab. table 3. configuration

tab configuration information name device summary show configuration summary shows the
configuration information of the switch. this includes the switchs mac address, tcp/udp ports, switch

software and version, and bootroom version. appendix c: routing interfaces routing of interfaces
occurs based on the address of the device connected to the ports. if the switch has more than one
interface connected to it, you need to specify the physical interface to use. click a port to select the
interface. click the save button to save the settings. chapter 6: configuring the switch from the web
interface device set up contains fields that display information about the device, such as the system

and switch information, the mac address, bootroom information, and software version.
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